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THE SUNDOWN LOUNGE
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Chroma created the curved
Sundown settee in collaboration
with Kroll Furniture. It was
inspired by a 1934 historic
sofa that was a collaboration
between Danish designer
Vilhelm Laurit zen and Danish
cabinetmaker Jacob Kjær;
krollfurniture.com
Chroma designed a plaster
ceiling informed by the home’s
1926 Spanish-style architecture.
Highlighting a unique ceiling
pattern inspired from historic
Spanish game tables and
traditional Spanish tiles, the
craftsmen at Color Atelier,
using a single color, combined
three distinct plaster techniques
to allow the pattern to
emerge as a contemporary,
multitonal palette.
The tonal area rug was
customed by Chroma in
collaboration with Mark
Nelson Designs . It features
loop and cut pile and an
inverted ceiling pattern
from Gio Ponti’s Villa
Planchart, Caracas c. 1957;
marknelsondesigns.com

“The seating area in the Sundown Lounge aptly depicts both the
soul and intent of the room. With 2020 redefining the concept of
home, the Sundown Lounge is meant to be a regenerative space. It’s
a room that both soothes, eases stress and tension and enlivens. It’s a
place of sanctuary.”

- Leann Conquer

“By focusing on the home’s historical roots, we embodied the mix of
past and present. We were informed by the home’s almost 100-yearold Spanish-style architecture, the rich textures and patterns from
a favorite Attico fashion collection and the bold contemporary color
palette of Billie Eilish’s “Bad Guy” music video, weaving together a
space that is comfortably vintage and vanguard.”

- Alexis Tompkins
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The Ethereal colored resin Haze
Stool (shown in Purple and
Pink) by Wonmin Park is from
Carpenters Workshop Gallery;
carpentersworkshopgallery.com
Chroma chose a layered
Murano glass and silvercasted brass cocktail table
by Vincenzo De Cotiis , from
Carpenters Workshop Gallery;
carpentersworkshopgallery.com
The polished cast bronze
wall sculpture, She Knew So
Much; She Had Been Like
That Since She Was a Girl,
Curious About Everything,
2013-2018, by Davina Semo is
from Jessica Silverman Gallery;
jessicasilvermangallery.com

